Technical Brochures

Technical Brochures: an output of CIGRE’s 16 Study Committees and their 250+ Working Groups

Technical Brochures (TBs) are globally diverse, comprehensive publications. Over 890 have been published to date, with around 40 new ones added each year.

Download CIGRE TBs at e-cigre.org

Technical Brochures cover the full spectrum of the power system and are factually robust, with each undergoing a rigorous peer review process. Each offers over 100 pages of in-depth technical expertise.

Recent examples of Technical Brochures from the global CIGRE knowledge development programme
TB875 Medium Voltage DC Distribution systems

Embedded as part of distribution grids, MVDC systems are expected to facilitate a growing number of distributed renewable energy sources, which require power electronics interfaces, learn about this and much more in this in-depth publication.

Join CIGRE for full access on e-cigre.org or to read comprehensive a summary in ELECTRA

TB 874 Auction Markets and Other Procurement Mechanisms for Demand Response Services

Ensuring balance between generation and demand is challenging in power systems due to sudden load changes, forecasting errors and renewables. This in-depth TB explores the challenges and solutions you need.

Join CIGRE for full access on e-cigre.org or to read comprehensive a summary in ELECTRA

TB 851 Impact of high penetration of inverter-based generation on system inertia of networks

The worldwide drive to reduce carbon emissions has led to a global effort to accelerate the development and deployment of renewable energy sources. This TB explores key issues around inverter based generation and the impact on system inertia.

Join CIGRE for full access on e-cigre.org or to read comprehensive a summary in ELECTRA
TB823 Substation servicing and supervision using mobile devices and smart sensing
The Technical Brochure analyses the way substation servicing and supervision is and will increasingly benefit from the use of smart and wireless sensing technologies and smart and wearable mobile devices.

Join CIGRE for full access on e-cigre.org or to read comprehensive a summary in ELECTRA

TB820 Optimal power system planning under growing uncertainty
This TB investigates the uncertainty factors existing in the power systems around the world and how they are considered in system planning. Best practices and lessons learned in planning under growing uncertainty are introduced.

Join CIGRE for full access on e-cigre.org or to read comprehensive a summary in ELECTRA

TB807 Application of robotics in substations
This TB provides an overview of the existing applications of robotics in substations for construction, inspection, maintenance, and operation. It also presents the current and expected future trends in the development of new robot systems, pointing to the need for further research and standardization.

Join CIGRE for full access on e-cigre.org or to read comprehensive a summary in ELECTRA

There is over 850 technical brochures available on e-cigre.org at no charge for CIGRE members. Nearly 40 are added every year.

JOIN CIGRE FOR FULL ACCESS